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IAONZ gravely concerned about number of rental properties to be insulated
The Insulation Association of New Zealand (IAONZ), whose members
represent more than 90% of the industry, has grave concerns about a
potential 170,000 backlog of houses needing insulation to comply with
the Residential Tenancy Act (RTA) amendments.

The Insulation Association of
New Zealand is a non-profit
organisation whose primary
role is to establish nationwide
performance benchmarks for
the supply and installation of
residential insulation.
The Insulation Association
of New Zealand (IAONZ) has
been established, with the
support of the Energy
Efficiency and Conservation
Authority (EECA), by
representatives of some of
the major manufacturers,
suppliers and installers in the
insulation sector.
The primary role of the
IAONZ is to establish
nationwide performance
benchmarks for the supply
and installation of insulation.
This is achieved through an
IAONZ training programme,
technical expertise into New
Zealand Standards and
supporting Association
members.
The Quality Triangle is at the
core of IAONZ and has guided
our strategy. The triangle has
three pillars;

•
•
•

Quality Product
Quality Training

Quality
Installation
All three of these aspects
need to be satisfied in order
to maintain the Associations
goals which is an industry
built on, and driven by,
quality; if any one aspect is
missing, the outcome will not
be acceptable.

IAONZ has surveyed its members to find out how many landlords are
insulating their rental properties and President Stu Henwood says the
results are alarming.
Mr Henwood says over the past year IAONZ member companies have had
limited landlord demand and therefore insulated only 10,000 out of
180,000 rental properties estimated by MBIE as needing insulation to
comply with the new tenancy regulations before the July 2019 deadline.
He says IAONZ members have assessed over 36,000 rental properties and
almost 60% of assessments didn’t comply with the new Residential
Tenancy Act guidelines.
“This leaves a mountain of about 170,000 uninsulated rental houses to be
insulated in less than two years. At its peak, the insulation industry was
insulating about 50,000 – 60,000 houses a year so there’s a serious risk
many landlords will miss out and risk penalties when the deadline for the
new tenancy regulations kicks in.”
There is going to be a huge backlog of work needing professional
assessment and subsequent installation, Mr Henwood says.
“Landlords can install insulation themselves but it is essential insulation is
inserted properly to be effective and compliant with the installation
standard NZS 4246. Aside from a reduction in thermal performance,
poorly installed insulation also has the potential to create a fire hazard,
particularly around light fittings.”
MBIE is encouraging tenants to make their landlord and/or property
manager aware if their rental home doesn’t have any, or the required
level of insulation. Following an assessment, rental homes that require
ceiling and underfloor insulation must have it installed by July 2019.
Please visit www.iaonz.co.nz for more information
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